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Singer -songwriter Marja Mattlar did her first song Sateen jälkeen                                                                                                     
in 1970, but her debut album Pariisi-Vuorenkylä was released  1993.                                                                                         
What happened in between?  The new Varhaisten parhaita                                                                                                                  
-collection may have answers to that question. This new release                                                                                                
offers favourities and rarities,  mostly from the beginning of                                                                                                    
Marja´s  career,  the songs that people miss, use to ask and  like                                                                                                       
to listen to just these versions that now are available  on this album.  

While searching and saving gold songs from the tapes Marja                                                                                                      
found 5 songs that were worth more than just saving and                                                                                                              
later found way to this collections. Soon after that many more                                                                                                 
rarities were cleared from the dust, edited and mastered. 

To this special collection Marja picked up 12 songs,                                                                                                                            
that are not on the later albums and  3 songs,                                                                                                                                       
on which the versions are slightly different.  

At the same time a long awaited dream came true, The Notebook  Säv & san Marja Mattlar.  Marja chose the songs that 
are mostly asked during the years and the ones that have been most popular on live performances. And some of them just 
because Marja felt that they belong to this note compilation. 

The artwork for the both releases were made by graphic  Minna Mäkipää  and she chose to use these delicate and 
beautiful flower ornaments which in their own way show how thoughts and feelings of a songwriter grow little by little 
into the words and music and then even further in the ears of the listeners. 

Varhaisten parhaita –CD album and Säv & San Marja Mattlar Notebook release date is 27.10.2010 

www.vuorenk.pp.fi/marja 
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